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! ! “The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution,
! ! nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States
! ! respectively, or to the people.”

The constitution makes no mention of education therefore it is a State 
responsibility.

In my opinion, Common Core violates the intention of United States code of 
Federal regulations 1232a which states:

! ! “No provision of any applicable program shall be construed to
! ! authorize any department, agency, officer, or employee of the
! ! United States to exercise any direction, supervision, or control over
! ! the curriculum, program of instruction, administration, or personnel
! ! of any educational institution, school, or school system.

The language game being played by the Federal Government and The 
Massachusetts Department of Education is criminal. 

Page one of my handout is culled from two sources. The Federal 
Department of Educationʼs website clearly states “The Department does 
not develop or implement testing to measure whether states are meeting 
their education standards.” PARCC was established in 2010 with a $186 
million federal grant that funds the development of the assessments. I 
guess if you fund it...technically, youʼre not developing it. I guess if you 
invite states to take part in a competition where they have to embrace a 
common set of standards and implement a variety of other suggestions/
recommendations... you are not technically implementing them.

Is that really the game we want to play with educating our children?
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Early childhood educators did not create the Common Core Standards. 
They were created by professors, politicians and businessmen.

Common Core is unconstitutional according to the 10th Ammendment 
which states:
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The PARCC Consortium, originally consisting of 26 states is down to 15 on 
itʼs published website. Of those 15, more are now publicly stating they will 
drop out and I believe at least four have chosen not to participate in the 
2014-2015 year tests. I have heard the current count at only nine states still 
participating.

A New Mexico court has placed Pearsonʼs contract with PARCC on hold 
while it looks into allegations of unfair contracting processes. I will not even 
get into Pearson today.

Massachusetts is consistently one of, if not number one, the top performing 
states in the country year after year. Why are we lowering our standards?

The Federal Race to the Top program specified states were to adopt 
“internationally benchmarked” standards in order to qualify for a cash 
reward from U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan. The Press release 
was titled “President Obama, U.S. Secretary of Education Duncan 
announce national competition to advance school reform”. I have enclosed 
a portion of that release in your packets.

How can we now be aligning PARCC tests to a “Common Core” set of 
Standard that have not been “internationally benchmarked? The official 
Common Core website states simply that the Common Core Standards 
were informed internationally. I will say that again...informed, not 
benchmarked. I have enclosed a copy of that document as well.

Jason Zimba, a lead writer of the Standards stated about the standards:

“I think itʼs a fair critique that itʼs a minimal definition of college readiness…  but 
not for the colleges most parents aspire to… Not only not for STEM, itʼs also not 
for selective colleges.

I ask again...why are we lowering our standards?

The PARCC test promises valuable feedback to inform teachers, principals 
and administrators of any and all areas that need improvement. I say to 
you...teachers already do that.
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What teachers and students need are able bodies in their classroom. 
PARCC does not provide these bodies. PARCC sucks funds from already 
cash strapped towns and cities across the consortium. That is why PARCC 
is failing. It does nothing to help solve a schools problems. If the PARCC 
results come back stating 6 readers are dangerously low...who is going to 
be there to pick them up? We need Math Specialists and Reading 
Specialists to support the teachers in the classrooms.

Our schools run out of paper at the end of the year. Our schools have 
children whose parents are in jail. Our schools have students with no 
educational support once they leave the class at the end of a school day. 
Our schools have parents who swear at Crossing guards. Our schools 
have medicated students coming to school without having taken their 
medication. How can you tie teacher performance evaluations to these test 
scores?

By allowing PARCC to be implemented in Salem you are saying that these 
things donʼt matter, our priority is data.

Data does not put food in a hungry childʼs mouth or a safe roof over a 
homeless childʼs head. PARCC assessments are not the answer, they just 
add another layer of talking heads over the others.

What School Committees across this state need to do is stop taking orders 
from our current “leadership”, and I use the term very loosely, in the 
Department of Education. Instead of blaming teachers start helping them. 

Thomas Weber, Mitchell Chester, and Richard M. Freeland, our three 
Massachusetts comissioners recently endorsed “A seamless education 
system that begins at birth and links across all sectors is necessary to 
ensuring that our children achieve at high levels and succeed throughout 
their education and careers”. I have included the press release in your 
packets. If you flip that sheet over you will see an accompanying press 
release from the Federal DOE that came out half a year prior. It explains 
how this system will work in tandem with the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services. ------------------------------------------------------------------There is one other sheet in there as well about the 
Race to the T-----------------------------------------op Early Learning Challenge. Line them all up next to each-------------------------------------------------------
incorrect information given. numbers did add up.
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other and find the information that doesn---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ʼt sync up. Itʼs like one of those 
games on a kids menu only-----------------------------------------------------------...itʼs not a game.

incorrect information given. numbers did add up.
Please tell me how many data repositories will hold my childʼs birth through 
whenever information. I would like you to tell me who has access to my 
childʼs information. Can you tell me what “supplementary metadata and 
information from state education agencies” is? What role does Pearson 
play in Data storage? I found an app online today and I was going to talk 
about it...but I also received this about an hour ago and I am willing to bet 
none of you have seen it. 

And I am willing to bet that is because none of our three Massachusetts 
Department of Education officials never wanted you to see it. I hold in my 
hands who our data is actually being sent to. Please tell me why the 
Massachusetts Association of School Committees had to submit a freedom 
of information request to find out who student information is being licensed 
to?
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